Judging Information
Judge Requirements


A judge must be someone capable of comprehending and appreciating the purpose of The American Dream Essay
Contest.



Essays should be judged on content. A judge should be able to evaluate an essay for clarity, its general organization
and how compelling it is, but the judge need NOT necessarily be a “grammar expert” or English teacher.



Judges must not be a parent or relative of a current contest participant.



Judges are not to meet together to judge the essays and should not discuss their choices with each other.



Each judge should read through each essay and place the essays in order from exceptional to needs improving. The
judge should then complete the tally sheet (provided). All judge’s tally sheets together are used to complete the
overall contest tally sheet (provided). The essay with the lowest numeric score is the 1st place winner.

Essay Criteria


Content (Highest Importance!)

Students were given the following writing prompt:

Take a moment to read and reflect upon the “Ten Principles to Live By,” as described in James P. Owen’s book,
Cowboy Ethics:












LIVE EACH DAY WITH COURAGE
TAKE PRIDE IN YOUR WORK
ALWAYS FINISH WHAT YOU START
DO WHAT HAS TO BE DONE
BE TOUGH, BUT FAIR
WHEN YOU MAKE A PROMISE, KEEP IT
RIDE FOR THE BRAND
TALK LESS AND SAY MORE
REMEMBER THAT SOME THINGS AREN’T FOR SALE
KNOW WHERE TO DRAW THE LINE
CREATE YOUR OWN PERSONAL ETHICAL BELIEF

As you reflect on your life so far, describe how one of the “Ten Principles to Live By,” or your own personal ethical belief,
has been a driving or guiding force in your life. Whether it is a part of your internal guidance from within, the decisions
you make every day, or how they inspire the decisions you make for the benefit of your future, define “what it means to
me” in 300-2,000 words.






Presentation






Task: Has the student fulfilled the purpose of the essay?
Positive and life-affirming: Does the essay show a respect for life and people?
Universal appeal: Would most people agree that this is an important law of life?
Compelling: Does the essay move you? Are you persuaded by what the student has written?
Clarity: Can you tell what the student means?
Flow: Does one thought flow into the next?

Grammar and Spelling
 Grammar and spelling are not of utmost importance, unless a high number of glaring mistakes are
present that suggest a careless and hastily-written essay, where the basic concept and flow of the essay
are difficult to understand.

Judging Rubric
This Judging Rubric will be used as a guide to rank the essays and is also suitable for students to review.
Organization & Clarity

Exceptional

The arrangement of examples and commentary enhances the writer’s central
argument. Ideas and arguments progress logically
and effectively and clearly
connect to the main thesis.
All parts of the essay contribute to a single overall
argument.

Capable

The organization of commentary and examples
cloud the writer's central
argument; some rearranging would help.

Developing

The organization of commentary and examples
cloud the writer’s central
argument; some rearrangement would help.

Content & Insight

Student Voice & Style

Essay contains exceptional
insights and complex ideas.
Shows exceptional awareThe writer demonstrates a
ness of audience, control of
deep, fresh understanding
Free from errors in gramvoice, variety in sentence
of the subject.
mar, usage, and the constructure, sophisticated
ventions of written English.
Provides relevant, substan- word choice, and smooth
tial, concrete, and genuine transitions.
examples that clearly support the central argument.

Essay contains some insights. The writer demonstrates an adequate understanding of the subject, but
some ideas could have
been explored further.
Provides reasonable and
predictable examples that
develop the central argument.

Shows awareness of audience, control of voice, some
variety in sentence structure
and word choice with some
smooth transitions.

Needs Improving

The essay is often contradictory without intending to
be.

May have a few errors in
grammar, usage, or conventions of written English;
these errors do not cause
confusion.

Main argument of the essay
is simplistic. The paper may
be contradictory or too
Shows inconsistent awarebroad, rather than making a ness of audience, simplistic
simple point.
word choice, little variety of
Some Examples are useful sentence structure, and
but others may not illustrate limited use of transitions.

May have errors in grammar, usage, or conventions
of written English; these
errors may lead to some
confusion.

Main argument of the essay Shows limited awareness of
is limited or unclear.
the audience, minimal or
incorrect word choice, little
Provides few or irrelevant
examples to support an un- or no variety of sentence
structure, and few or no
developed or unclear centransitions.
tral argument.

May have a variety of repeated errors in sentence
structure, grammar, usage,
and the conventions of written English; these errors
often cause confusion.

There are several areas of
the essay that do not relate
to the main insight. There
the main point. Examples
may be some areas that are
need further development.
contradictory.

The organization is ineffective in revealing a central
argument. Paragraphs do
not clearly connect to one
another.

Mechanics &
Conventions
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Final Tally of All Essays
Transfer all judge’s ranks to this table to determine the winners. Use additional pages if necessary.
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